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Keith & Audrey Gardner from north-west of
Toowoomba recommend hibiscus for warm
temperate climates due to their cold tolerance.
During recent severe black frosts the plants
initially looked dead but surprisingly many
have grown back better than before.
“It is important to source the right cultivars for
your region as some are more frost sensitive
than others - check with your local hibiscus
branch. For frost protection, use products such
as Envy. Hibiscus are also great plants that
tolerate grey water.”
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Botanical
Calathea lutea
Common
Cuban cigar
Family
MARANTACEAE
Related to the ginger family, Calathea lutea
is a rhizomatious herb from equatorial South
America popular with landscapers for its large
white waxy backed leaves. Planted en masse,
the display is striking as the leaves move
throughout the day, often folding upwards
during the hottest periods. The wind also
moves the leaves back and forth providing a
flickering show for onlookers.
Naturally a successional plant, growing
along forest edges, areas of disturbance
and flood plains, this plant can tolerate full
sun but may exhibit stress when humidity
is low, mulch is non-existent and/or soils
are dry. Place the plant in an appropriate
location providing additional water in sunnier
locations.
Large paddle-shaped leaves are heavily
pleated and can be damaged by strong
breezes. Under favourable conditions, the
plant quickly forms a clump to about 2.5m
in height.
Flowers are hidden among waxy tubular
reddish-brown bracts that form 300mm
‘cigars’. These form in clusters hidden
among the leaves. While not highly
ornamental they are used by florists for their
long lasting trait and their tropical theme.
In its native haunts, the leaves of this plant
are commonly used for wrapping tamales.

Best growing conditions:
– full sun to part sun
– well mulched organically enriched soil
– irrigation required during periods of low
rainfall
– protect from strong winds
– fertilise at least twice yearly for
optimum growth.

Landscape use
Best planted in large drifts or as a
single specimen for a focal point.
Good alternative for screening plant.
Pot plant for a dramatic effect in a
courtyard.
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subtropicalia produce - vegies

BEANS BEANS BEANS

B EANS are an important crop and a diet staple. We
probably do not realise how important they are. It seems that
all great civilisations and densities of population have relied
on growing one or more species of bean in their various
guises. High in a variety of valuable amino acids, beans
also fix nitrogen in the soil and help sustain surrounding
vegetable crops.
Grown on trellis, bean poles or on pergolas, they also
provide light shade and shelter to a vegetable garden, which
is very important in warmer climates where the summer sun
can be desiccating to some crops.
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